With the adopted interaction, screening suppresses the pairing gap very strongly for k F >0.7 fm -1 Argonne (bare and uniform case) Gogny (bare and uniform case) However, the presence of the nucleus increases the gap by about 50% Screening, uniform case Screening + nucleus period time
∼2.5year
As a rule, rotational period of a neutron star slowly increases because the system loses energy emitting electromagnetic radiation.
Glitches
One of the accredited explanations Superfuid nature of nucleons in the inner crust Sudden spin ups are measured, at regular intervals 
Pairing of Pinned Vortex
The vortex is expelled from the nuclear volume, because there are no levels available which can satisfy the parity and angular momentum conditions. In this case the vortex goes through the nuclear volume, essentially undisturbed, because the levels can satisfy the parity and angular momentum conditions. The energy to create a vortex is obtained taking the difference between two calculations in the cylindrical box, one with and the other without the vortex, each with the same number of particles. 
